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Abstract: Drones are expected to be used extensively for delivery tasks in the future. In the absence of obstacles, satellite based navigation from departure to the geo-located destination is a simple task. When obstacles are known to be in the path, pilots must build a flight plan to avoid them. However, when they are unknown, there are too many or they are in places that are not fixed positions, then to build a safe flight plan becomes very challenging. Moreover, in a weak satellite signal environment, such as indoors, under trees canopy or in urban canyons, the current drone navigation systems may fail. Artificial intelligence, a research area with increasing activity, can be used to overcome such challenges. Initially focused on robots and now mostly applied to ground vehicles, artificial intelligence begins to be used also to train drones. Reinforcement learning is the branch of artificial intelligence able to train machines. The application of reinforcement learning to drones will provide them with more intelligence, eventually converting drones in fully-autonomous machines. In this work, reinforcement learning is studied for drone delivery. As sensors, the drone only has a stereo-vision front camera, from which depth information is obtained. The drone is trained to fly to a destination in a neighborhood environment that has plenty of obstacles such as trees, cables, cars and houses. The flying area is also delimited by a geo-fence; this is a virtual (non-visible) fence that prevents the drone from entering or leaving a defined area. The drone has to avoid visible obstacles and has to reach a goal. Results show that, in comparison with the previous results, the new algorithms have better results, not only with a better reward, but also with a reduction of its variance. The second contribution is the checkpoints. They consist of saving a trained model every time a better reward is achieved. Results show how checkpoints improve the test results.
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1. Introduction

Drones, extensively used today in surveillance and remote sensing tasks, start to also span in delivery tasks [1–4]. For such outdoor tasks, global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is the major solution for navigation. This solution has proven to be efficient and accurate, but fails in denied GNSS environments [5]. Moreover, when obstacles in the path are unknown, there are too many of them, or they are at not fixed positions, then building a safe flight plan becomes very challenging. The same applies in environments with a weak satellite signal, such as indoors, under trees canopy or in urban canyons, where the current GNSS drone navigation may fail. Artificial intelligence, a research area with increasing activity, can be used to overcome such challenges. Initially focused on robots and now mostly applied to ground vehicles, artificial intelligence begins to also be used to train drones. Reinforcement learning (RL) is the branch of artificial intelligence able to train machines. Reinforcement learning is inspired by a human's way of learning, based on trial and error experiences. In RL, agents are the computerized systems that learn, and the trial and error experiences are obtained by interacting with the environment. Using the information about the environment, the agent makes decisions and makes actions in discrete intervals known as steps. Actions produce changes in the environment and
also a reward. A reward is a scalar value informing about the benefit or inconvenience of such action. The objective of the agent is to maximize the final reward by learning which action is the best for each state. The application of RL will provide drones with more intelligence, eventually converting them in fully-autonomous machines.

As in [6–9], this paper applies RL to drones, but, in this paper, the focus is on drone delivery. Authors also extend RL using deep learning, usually known as deep reinforcement learning or deep learning. Deep RL proposes the use of neural networks in the decision algorithm. In conjunction with the experience replay memory, deep RL has been able to achieve a super-human level when playing video and board games [10]. Typical applications of deep RL are optimal sensorimotor control of autonomous robotic agents in immersive environments. Deep RL has been widely used also in other fields such as machine vision, optimal path finding, or parameter optimization.

This paper proposes the use of deep RL for training a drone to fly to a destination in a neighborhood environment with plenty of obstacles. The deep RL solution is based on double deep Q-network (DDQN) [11], an extension of deep Q-network [12]. Given a depth image, DDQN selects the action of the agent that maximizes the Q-value. Q-values are estimations of the future reward of an action executed in a given state. In contrast with previous work [13], where relevant scalar state information was embedded into the depth image, the solution proposed in this paper uses directly the scalars as part of the state. As a consequence, a state containing an image and several scalars is proposed. To process such a state, authors design a neural network that joins the two state parts into a unique flow. For this reason, it was named joint neural network (JNN). Results of the JNN outperform the previous results not only with a better reward, which increases 50%, but also in the reduction of the variance of the results. Other contributions include the addition of vertical actions to the drone, the addition of geo-fence in the environment to improve the safety of the drone flight, and the checkpoints, which allow for improving the training results.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the deep reinforcement learning nomenclature and theory. Section 3 applies this theory to the current delivery problem, presenting the former solution and the two new architectures extending it. In Section 4, results are presented and, in Section 5, they are discussed. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the work and concludes the paper.

2. Formalization

2.1. Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning is about learning from interaction how to behave in order to achieve a goal. The learner and decision-maker is called agent, while the thing it interacts with, and therefore everything outside of the agent, is called the environment. The interaction takes place at each of a sequence of discrete time steps $t$. At each time step, the agent receives a state $S_t$ from the state space $S$ and selects an action $A_t$ from a set of possible actions in the action space $A(S_t)$. One time step later, the agent gets a numerical reward $R_{t+1} \in \mathbb{R}$ from the environment as a consequence of the previous action. Now, the agent finds itself in a new state $S_{t+1}$.

The specification of their interface defines a particular task: the actions are the choices made by the agent; the states are the basis for making choices, and the rewards are the basis for evaluating the choices. Figure 1 illustrates this agent-environment interaction.

At each time step $t$, the agent maps from states to probabilities for selecting each possible action. This mapping is called the agent’s policy $\pi_t$, with $\pi_t(a|s)$ as probability that $A_t = a$ if $S_t = s$:

$$\pi_t(a|s) = P(A_t = a|S_t = s).$$ (1)
Figure 1. The agent–environment interaction in reinforcement learning.

All reinforcement learning methods specify in their way how the policy is changed as a result of the agent’s experience. Informally, the goal is to choose a policy so that it maximizes the total amount of reward. This means maximizing not the immediate rewards $R_{t+1}$, but the cumulative reward over time, called return $G_t$:

$$G_t = R_{t+1} + \gamma R_{t+2} + \gamma^2 R_{t+3} + \cdots = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k R_{t+k+1},$$

where $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ is the discount factor. The discount factor $\gamma$ determines the importance of future rewards. A factor of 0 will make the agent short-sighted by only considering current rewards, while a factor approaching 1 will make it strive for a long-term high reward. Surveys of reinforcement learning and optimal control [14,15] have a good introduction to the basic concepts behind reinforcement learning used in robotics.

For reinforcement learning tasks, which break naturally into sub-sequences, called episodes, the return is usually left non-discounted or with a factor close to 1. Here, each episode ends in a special state called the terminal state, followed by a reset to a standard starting state. Tasks with episodes of this kind are called episodic tasks (e.g., playing chess is an episodic task with each game being one episode and checkmate as the terminal state). The discounted return is especially appropriate for continuing tasks, in which the interaction does not naturally break into episodes and continue without a limit.

2.2. Deep Q-Network

Q-learning is a well-known method for reinforcement learning when there is no knowledge of the environment or no model is available [16]. Recently, Mnih [10] was successful in combining Q-learning with neural networks and named the method deep Q-Network (DQN). The authors used DQN for learning to play Atari games and showed results of machines playing at super-human performance. The overall goal of DQN is to use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to approximate the optimal action–value function, defined as:

$$\theta_{\pi}(s,a) = \max_{\pi} E[r_t + \gamma r_{t+1} + \gamma^2 r_{t+2} + \cdots | s_t = s, a_t = a, \pi].$$

The optimal action–value function represents the maximum of the sum of rewards $r_t$ discounted by $\gamma$ at each time-step $t$, achievable by a behaviour policy $\mu = P(a|s)$, after making an observation (s) and taking an action (a).

The release of the DQN paper by DeepMind [10] noticeably changed Q-learning introducing a novel variant with two key ideas.

The first idea was using an iterative update that adjusted the action–values (Q) towards target values ($\gamma \max_a Q(s_{t+1},a)$) that were only periodically updated, thereby reducing correlations with the target.
The second one was using a biologically inspired mechanism named experience replay that randomizes the data removing correlations in the observations of states and enhancing data distribution, with a higher-level demonstration and explanation by previous research in [17–19]. The use of the experience replay encourages the choice of an off-policy type of learning, such as Q-learning because, if not, past experiences would have been obtained following a different policy from the current one.

Two huge advances can be taken out from this: one is that each training batch consists of samples of experience obtained randomly from the stored samples and current experience, so temporal correlation is clearly avoided. The other one is that each step in the agent’s experience can be used in many weight updates, so a significant gain in efficiency is obtained in learning from the environment.

The whole process consists of characterizing an approximate value function $Q(s, a; \theta)$ using the CNN shown in Equation (5), in which $\theta_i$ are the weights of the Q-network at iteration $i$. For the experience replay, agent’s experiences $e_i$ that consist of the tuple $(s_i, a_i, r_{i+1}, s_{i+1})$ are stored at each time-step $t$ in the replay memory $e_1, \ldots, e_N$, where $N$ sets the limit of entries, with the possibility of replacing older experiences for new ones when the limit of the memory is reached.

The standard Q-learning update for network parameters $\theta$ after taking action $A_t$ in state $S_t$ and observing the immediate reward $R_{t+1}$ and resulting state $S_{t+1}$ is:

$$\theta = \theta_t + \alpha [y_t^Q - Q(S_t, A_t; \theta_t)] \nabla_{\theta_t} Q(S_t, A_t; \theta_t),$$  

(4)

where the estimated return as defined as Q-target $y_t^Q$:

$$y_t^Q = R_{t+1} + \gamma \max_a Q(S_{t+1}, a; \theta).$$  

(5)

This update resembles stochastic gradient descent, updating the current value $Q(S_t, A_t; \theta_t)$ over the temporal difference error towards a target value $y_t^Q$.

### 2.3. Double Deep Q-Network

Using the Q-learning algorithm results in a positive bias by definition due to the maximum of the estimates is used as an estimate of the maximum of the true values, making it likely to select overestimated values using a greedy policy as the target policy. The idea proposed in [20] and named as Double Q-learning is basically based in decoupling action selection from evaluation.

Two action–value functions $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ are learned by assigning each experience randomly to update one of the two functions with the two sets of weights, $\theta$ and $\theta'$ in Double Q-Learning: one set of weights is used to determine the greedy policy and the other its value:

$$y_t^Q = R_{t+1} + \gamma \theta(S_{t+1}, \arg \max_a Q(S_{t+1}, a; \theta_t); \theta_t).$$  

(6)

In addition, the two Double Q-learning targets can then be written as

$$y_t^{DoubleQ_1} = R_{t+1} + \gamma \theta_2(S_{t+1}, \arg \max_a Q_1(S_{t+1}, a; \theta_t); \theta_t'),$$  

(7)

$$y_t^{DoubleQ_2} = R_{t+1} + \gamma \theta_1(S_{t+1}, \arg \max_a Q_2(S_{t+1}, a; \theta_t'); \theta_t).$$  

(8)

$Q_1$ is used to determine the maximizing action $A_{t} = \arg \max_a Q_1(a)$ and $Q_2$ is used to provide the estimate of its value with $Q_2(A_{t}) = Q_2(\arg \max_a Q_1(a))$ shown in Equation (7). The second set of weights can be updated symmetrically by switching the roles of $\theta$ and $\theta'$ into Equation 8, achieving unbiased estimates.

As only one estimate is updated per step in a random selection, but two estimates are learned, it doubles the memory requirements but not the computational effort made at each step. The Double Q-learning was extended for the DQN algorithm in [11]. Furthermore, the DQN algorithm provides
with the target network $\theta^-$ a natural candidate for the second value function, without having to introduce additional networks. The DDQN algorithm remains the same as the original DQN algorithm, except replacing the target $y_{DQN}$ explained in [13] due to the limited space with

$$y_{DoubleDQN_1}^t = R_{t+1} + \gamma \theta_2(S_{t+1}, \arg\max_a Q_1(S_{t+1}, a; \theta_t); \theta^-_t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

$$y_{DoubleDQN_2}^t = R_{t+1} + \gamma \theta_1(S_{t+1}, \arg\max_a Q_2(S_{t+1}, a; \theta^-_t); \theta_t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

where the weights of the second network $\theta'$ of double Q-learning in equations 7 and 8 are replaced with the weights of the target network $\theta^-$, performing the update to target network as in neural fitted Q-iteration.

3. The Drone RL Model

In previous work [13], the authors built a deep RL solution for a drone flying in an artificial environment as shown in Figure 2b. The drone had to reach a non-visible goal without crashing with any block. For this, the central part of the image was captured by the drone front camera. The image was modified to include the relative direction towards the target. Three deep Q-Learning algorithms were tested: DQN, DDQN and Dueling. The best results were obtained by DDQN. It showed to be at the level of a human tester. In this paper, DDQN is used and extended with a number of improvements.

![AirSim environments with a drone and its depth camera view: (a) the new realistic environment in a neighborhood and (b) the previous work using Unreal Engine blocks [21].](image)

Figure 2. AirSim environments with a drone and its depth camera view: (a) the new realistic environment in a neighborhood and (b) the previous work using Unreal Engine blocks [21].

Contributions of this work range from a more realistic environment to including safety considerations while smoothing the drone movements. The most relevant improvements are listed below:

1. A realistic environment: The setup of a more realistic neighborhood environment on AirSim is shown in Figure 2a. It has plenty of obstacles such as trees, electric cables, houses, etc. all of them unknown to the agent.
2. Geo-fencing: Geo-fences have been added to the scenario. The geo-fencing capability is available to most drones today to help in improving safety by limiting the drone flight area. A geo-fence is a virtual barrier for the drone flight [22] and the software of the autopilot is responsible for not trespassing.
3. More degrees of freedom: The movements of the agent, a quad-copter drone, are extended from a two-dimension planar flight, at a fixed altitude, to three-dimension movements. In addition, the previous discrete action space (only two fixed speed movements and a stop action) is substituted by movements in a continuous action space, including speed variations.
4. Improved training efficiency: An improvement in the training implementation, called the model checkpoint, allows for obtaining more efficient models in less training time.
5. A new neural network architecture: A DQN model is proposed in which the neural network receives a mixed state. In this mixed state, the depth image obtained by the front camera of the drone is complemented with a number of scalar values. The addition of these scalar values first reduces the size of the image and thus of the neural network model, and provides available information of the state to the agent before deciding the action. In this way, the decision model is faster and better. This neural network architecture is called a joint neural network (JNN).

3.1. Reward Function

The reward function is shown in Equation (11): a terminal step returns a reward of $+100$ or $-100$ depending on whether the episode has respectively succeeded (goal reached) or failed. Intermediate steps return a reward of $-1$ (to penalize delays) plus $\Delta d_g$, that is, the distance-to-the-goal difference with respect to the previous step. This $\Delta d_g$ is used to stimulate actions that approach the goal. The only difference from the previous work is that a negative reward can be produced also in case of violation of the geo-fence. The drone must fly inside the area delimited by the geo-fence, that is, a virtual orthogonal box. The limits of the geo-fence are given by the max&min values of the box dimensions.

$$
reward = \begin{cases} 
+100, & \text{if terminal (goal reached)}, 
-100, & \text{if terminal (failure: obstacle or geo-fence)}, 
-1, +\Delta d_g & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
$$ (11)

3.2. State Space

Up to three states with their respective architectures are presented and tested. For each of the three states, a different neural network has to be defined: The original convolution neural network (CNN), a first version of the joint neural network (JNN-2D) and an improved version able to manage vertical movements of the drone (JNN-3D). Each network is designed to process the three different input states.

The CNN network input is a $30 \times 100$ pixels image. The image contains the central part of the depth image ($20 \times 100$ pixels) and additionally a vertical $10 \times 10$ pixel block positioned at the relative angle of the goal.

The input of the JNN-2D network is the same image, but with additional information about the state given by the following scalar values: the current location of the drone ($p_x, p_y$ coordinates), the distance to the goal ($d_x, d_y, d_t$, where $d_t$ is the Euclidean distance calculated from $d_x$ and $d_y$), and the distance to the geo-fence in 2D ($d_{x_{\text{min}}}, d_{x_{\text{max}}}, d_{y_{\text{min}}}, d_{y_{\text{max}}}$).

Finally, for the JNN-3D network, the image has been simplified to hold only the depth image ($20 \times 100$ pixels), and the drone position is also eliminated from the state in order to avoid over-fitting. Instead, the scalar status is extended with the 3rd dimension for the geo-fence. Table 1 shows a summary of the states and the neural network architectures proposed for each, where $P$ stands for the drone position, $G$ for the distance to the goal and $GF$ for the distance to the geo-fence. Positions and distances are 2D in CNN and JNN-2D, and 3D for the JNN-3D architecture.

The three implemented networks are shown in Figure 3. The CNN architecture is the one used in [10] with the updates of the input and output adequate to the drone environment. This network requires a total of 1,495,779 weights.

The two JNN networks combine the convolutional layers with the dense layers of the state scalars. The convolutional layers process the state image, and then join with the state scalars giving the name to the JNN. Then, both network flows are concatenated and go through a final set of dense layers until the output. The JNN-2D has 887,203 weights, while the JNN-3D has 642,982 weights. Although JNN-3D has a 3D input state, it achieves a size reduction of 27.5% thanks to the state image simplification.
Figure 3. Neural Networks comparison: (a) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is the baseline network; (b) Joint Neural Network for 2-dimension (JNN-2D); (c) Joint Neural Network for 3-dimension (JNN-3D).
Table 1. Summary of the three states and their neural network architectures (P stands for position of the drone, G for the goal distances and GF for the geo-fence distances).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Double Q-Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 × 100 pixels image</td>
<td>CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 × 100 pixels image, P, G, GF</td>
<td>JNN-2D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 × 100 pixels image, G, GF</td>
<td>JNN-3D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Action Space

The two sets of actions are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the 2D representation of the three actions in the horizontal plane. These 2D actions can be performed by going straight (4 m/s), and performing a right yaw or left yaw (30 and 24 degree angles, respectively). The new set of actions allow vertical movements of the drone, as shown in Figure 4b. Let’s name as horizontal the former set of movements and as vertical the new set of movements.

![Horizontal: 2D, discrete](image1.png) ![Vertical: 3D, continuous](image2.png)

*Figure 4.* Two different action spaces.

The horizontal set of actions are the same three actions used in [7]. These three actions build the simplest set of actions that allow a drone to move in a fix-altitude or horizontal plane. Summary of the turn angles and the fix forward speed are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>turn left</td>
<td>30°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>move forward</td>
<td>4 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turn right</td>
<td>24°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Horizontal action set.

The different turning angles allow up to 60 possible directions by successive turns. However, horizontal turns had the characteristic that the drone stopped before turning. This gave a swinging behaviour that should be avoided.

The vertical movements were inspired by previous research works. Six drone movements are documented in [8] to solve a landing procedure: four horizontal movements in the x–y axes and two additional actions to stop and to descend. Each action commanded was a 2-second movement, approximate 1 m shift (except for stop). The authors reported important oscillation effects and a
swinging behaviour, and had to introduce a stop action in order to take the four images during a stationary flight. These four images were used for the decision of the next step agent’s action. Notice that this set of actions do not include any ascending.

The final set of vertical actions in three-dimensions has six possible alternatives to update the drone velocity in any one of the three axes. Each increment or decrement of the drone velocity is limited to $\pm 0.5 \text{ m/s}$. The complete list of actions is shown in Table 3. Notice that there is no explicit action to stop the drone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>faster forward / slower backwards</td>
<td>$+0.5V_z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slower forward / faster backwards</td>
<td>$-0.5V_z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faster to the right / slower to the left</td>
<td>$+0.5V_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slower to the right / faster to the left</td>
<td>$-0.5V_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slower ascending / faster descending</td>
<td>$+0.5V_z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>faster ascending / slower descending</td>
<td>$-0.5V_z$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Checkpoints: Improving Training Efficiency

Our training and testing environments run on a desktop with Intel i7 processor (Santa Clara, CA, USA), 16 GB of RAM and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 (Santa Clara, CA, USA) with 6 GB of RAM graphic co-processor. Since our simulation tools rely on rendering the environment which embeds the agent, each training needs around 40 h to finish.

Typically, the end of the training should result in the best model, thus the last neural network weights are stored. However, the authors have noticed that the small percent of random exploration during training leads sometimes to improve but also to worsen the model. Repeating or extending the training are too costly, and also there is no guarantee that rewards will be better. Thus, an improvement in the training process has been implemented in which the neural network weights are saved every time a best reward is obtained. These best rewards episodes are saved as checkpoints.

Now, every training creates two models: the last model, containing the weights of the neural network at the end of the training, and another obtained with the last checkpoint, named as best because it stores the neural network weights for the episode with the highest reward of the training. Tests are then executed using the last model and the best model and results are contrasted to show the checkpoints’ contribution.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Setup

The environment and the drone dynamics are simulated in AirSim [23]. AirSim is a very realistic simulator, with enhanced graphics and built in scenarios. The AirSim team has published the evaluation of a quad-copter model and find that the simulated flight tracks (including time) are very close to the real-world drone behaviour.

The selected scenario is a neighborhood and the drone’s objective is to learn to deliver some good. The training episodes are always starting at position $(0, 0, 0)$, as shown in Figure 5 with the drone icon. The destination of the delivery can be seen in the figure in yellow, tagged as Dst. The green rectangle shows the geo-fence settings for the flight. Training episodes finish when the destination is reached or when the drone has a collision with an obstacle (visible) or with the geo-fence (invisible). Moreover, the training stops once the maximum training steps constant is reached.
After training, two different tests are executed: one to the same fixed destination (Dst) as the one trained, and two others to two alternative destinations. All destinations are located at the front of one of the houses of the neighborhood, simulating a delivery. The test to one destination consists of 100 episodes.

The parameters of the training are given in Table 4. The length of the training is set to 125,000 steps, with 50,000 steps for the $\epsilon$-greedy annealing, which takes up to 42 hours of simulation to complete. The random factor of the $\epsilon$-greedy annealing steps decreases linearly from fully random to a 10%, and, after annealing, the random factor is kept fixed to this 10%. Replay memory, mini-batch size, target and discount factors and learning rate are fixed as in the original DDQN model of [10].

### Table 4. Hyperparametres of the training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>training steps</td>
<td>125,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annealing length</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annealing interval $\epsilon$</td>
<td>[1 – 0.1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mini-batch size</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replay memory</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target factor $\tau$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>frequency of the target network update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discount factor $\gamma$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning rate $\alpha$</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
<td>Adam optimizer [24]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. CNN Baseline Results: Checkpoint Validation

The results of the CNN model are shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6a, the training curve is shown: the $x$-axis has the steps, with a crossing line at step 50,000 separating the annealing part from the rest. The $y$-axis shows the reward for each consecutive episode. In light blue is the actual value of the last step of the episode, while the mean reward of 100 episodes is in dark blue.

After the exploratory training of the annealing part, the oscillations in the training curve show how the search for the global optimum proceeds through a number of local optima. This approximation
is slow and the last value is not always the highest one but close to it. Typically, at this point, the model is considered to converge and the training is finished, with the last weights of the neural network stored as the model.

Nevertheless, in cases where the oscillations are still occurring, this last value is not the best option. Checkpoints instead obtain better results as shown with the execution of one-hundred independent test episodes.

![CNN Training](image)

(a) CNN training

![CNN Without Checkpoint](image)

(b) CNN-last testing

![CNN With Checkpoint](image)

(c) CNN-best testing

**Figure 6.** Showing the benefits of checkpoints with the CNN model tests.

Results are shown in Figures 6b,c, for modeling last and model best, respectively, with a dot per episode. Green dots show successful episodes and red dots unsuccessful ones. The $y$-value is the final reward of the episode. Figure 6c shows the results of introducing checkpoints. Compared with Figure 6b, which shows 53 episodes for which the drone was able to arrive at the destination, the best model shows a much larger number of successful episodes (78). Moreover, the mean accumulated reward for the model resulting from the checkpoint is 136.13, greater than the last model (27.62). The reason for such large differences is that the 10% of random actions used to explore the environment during training has a negative impact on the model. The checkpoint technique, by saving the neural network weights of the episode with the highest rewards, is a very good solution to balance the advantage of new explorations with the saving of knowledge. The cost of this technique is only some additional access to the disk to save the neural network weights when a new episode proves to be better than any of the previous. A threshold of the target reward can be used to reduce the number of times the model has to be saved.
4.3. JNN Results

The training curves of the JNN proposed architectures are shown in Figure 7. As above, plots show in the y-axis the accumulated reward for each consecutive step. In light blue is the actual value of each step, while the mean reward of every 100 steps is in dark blue. The vertical dotted line shows the end of the annealing training part.

All training plots have some similar trends: observe that the first values of the reward plot are below zero, close to the crash reward value (−100). As the training proceeds and the random behaviour decreases, the trend of the reward plot starts to move up towards more positive values. After the annealing part, the models reach some stabilization, although some oscillations still appear due to the 0.1 fix randomness of the rest of the training.

By comparing the learning curves of the CNN and JNN-2D models (Figures 6a and 7a, respectively), one can observe the huge improvement of the JNN model: the learning is much faster for JNN-2D, needing only 25,000 steps to start having many successful episodes, in contrast with the CNN model that has to wait almost double the number of steps. Moreover, the learning curve of JNN-2D stabilizes at a much higher reward value than CNN. This demonstrates that the addition of scalar information to the agent’s state is more efficient in comparison with an equivalent neural network using only the image as state. The only inconvenience is the increase of the network size, but this is a minor increase (less than 0.1%).

Then, comparing JNN-2D and JNN-3D (Figures 7a,b, respectively), the JNN-3D reached almost the same reward values than the JNN-2D but in a more erratic way. The reason is that the much larger state-space, with the addition of the vertical movements, makes learning more difficult. Observe how the training curve, around the step 40,000 gets a sequence of very low rewards (around −200). These correspond to episodes that have started to learn how to avoid obstacles and last longer, but end with a final crash or a geo-fence violation. Some of these episodes ending with very low rewards still happen close to the end of the learning. It is clear that many vertical movements do not contribute to better reach the goal. A possible reason is the flat neighborhood of the simulated scenario. Moreover, the selected flight altitude in the training and testing of the JNN-2D was below the electrical wires, which are a major problem for these low altitude flights.

Nevertheless, the flying behavior of the JNN-3D shows a notable improvement in the dynamics of the drone. Additionally, the size of the model has also decreased. While the CNN network needed to store 887,203 weight parameters, the JNN-3D reduces them to 642,982 thanks to the reduction of the input image size on ten rows. The scalar parameters affect only the creation of 768 new parameter weights.

The test results of the JNN models using the best checkpoint are given in Figure 8. As in Figure 6, each test consists of the execution of 100 episodes, starting from the point of take-off of the drone.
and trying to reach the same destination point of the training. Compared with the best CNN model (Figure 6c), with a success rate of 78%, both of the JNN models show a 100% success rate, that is, they reached destination in all test episodes.

Details about the number of successful episodes, average reward and best flight reward are shown in Table 5. Notice that the 3D actions obtain better rewards than the 2D model, with a higher average and higher maximum and minimum values.
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(a) Test of JNN-2D  
(b) Test of JNN-3D

**Figure 8.** Comparing results of 100 test episodes using JNN-2D and JNN-3D best models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Mean Reward</th>
<th>Max-Min</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>136.13</td>
<td>[195, −39]</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNN-2D</td>
<td>195.39</td>
<td>[196.69, 193.74]</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNN-3D</td>
<td>202.88</td>
<td>[204.75, 200.56]</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Model tests comparison.

4.4. Model Generalization

In order to study how well these learning models can be generalized, two new destinations were also tested. Figure 9 shows the environment and the drone initial position [0, 0]. Then, D1 [137, −48] stands for the trained position and the test above, and D2 [60, −15] and D3 [137, −5] are the new destinations for these new tests. Notice that D2 is much closer to the drone initial position, and on the way to D1. It should be easy for the drone to reach this goal. The other destination, D3, is not in the same direction, but has no obstacles in the way. A priori, it seems that the drone should also be able to achieve the goal.

These tests to new destination points used the best checkpoint model too. Results are given in Figure 10, where the left column plots show destination D2 results and the right column destination D3. There is a row per each model: CNN, JNN-2D and JNN-3D. Some of the tests show an erratic behaviour when trying to head towards the destination but were able to avoid obstacles continuously. As a pragmatic measure, a maximum time to reach the goal was set and the episode run was stopped after the given time limit. These episodes are shown in yellow in these new plots.

The tests performed to reach the second destination (D2) are shown in Figure 10a,c,e for the D2 and in Table 6. As it is seen in the figures, CNN and JNN-2D models have successfully reached the goal without crashing. Average cumulative rewards for CNN and JNN-2D are 133 (96% of maximum reward) and 136 (98% of maximum reward), respectively. Compared to CNN, JNN-2D has a better average reward and more smooth episodes with minimum steps possible within the environment and actions defined before. In addition, JNN-2D has higher minimum cumulative reward than CNN.

However, JNN-3D shows a lot of unsuccessful episodes in the test carried out. Only 45 episodes reached the goal, while 55 episodes are unsuccessful, including the three episodes that couldn’t reach
the goal because of the time limit. In these unsuccessful episodes, the agent behaviour starts heading directly to the destination (remember the same heading rather than going to trained destination D1). However, it passes D2 not close enough to be considered for landing. After that, the drone seems to realize this and turns back to find the D2, but, most of the time, it ends up colliding with the house or the trees while searching.

In this case of the test to the destination D3, a more challenging destination is given because the heading is different from D1, and D3 is somewhere just behind the fences. The results related to the third destination (D3) can be seen in Figure 10b,d,f, and numerically in Table 6. The CNN model has 99 successful episodes out of 100, with only one crashed episode and an average cumulative reward of 191. In contrast, the JNN-2D and JNN-3D models have struggled to reach the destination successfully. JNN-2D reached 79 episodes and crashed 21 episodes, with an average cumulative reward of only 43. The agent earned a lower reward because it followed a route that was not leading to the destination, instead of going straight to it. The agent chose to turn slightly to the right, following a path with many obstacles, such as trees and houses. Most of the time, the agent spent its time avoiding obstacles. In the case of the JNN-3D model, no episodes reached destination D3. Results of the 100 episodes are 26 collisions and 74 episodes terminated because of the time limit, without collisions. In Figure 10f, the yellow color represents the episodes that reached the time limit and the red one represents the failure episodes. The behavior of this agent is similar to an animal trying to find food at the location where it is supposed to be, but, once it realized that there is no food there, the animal searches for the food in an erratic way, by going backwards and forwards between the D1 and D3.

As a conclusion, the model generalization tests showed that the CNN model, which was not so good in reaching D1, is more generalist than the JNN models. Specifically, the model JNN-3D obtains really bad results when trying to reach a different destination than the trained one.
### Table 6. Comparing rewards and successful rate of the three models to the different destinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>Max-Min</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>Max-Min</th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>Max-Min</th>
<th>Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JNN-2D</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>[197, 194]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>[137, 128]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>[193, -186]</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNN-3D</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>[205, 201]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>[137, -383]</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-259</td>
<td>[53, -386]</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Figure 10. Test results of CNN, JNN-2D and JNN-3D for new destinations.

5. Discussion

The application of a deep RL into real life is a big challenge being addressed in research. Polvara et al. [8] used deep RL for training a drone to find and land on a landmark. A finite-state machine was in charge of switching from the initial searching phase to the next descending maneuver phase.
Each phase was trained with DDQN and then tested in several scenarios with different textures. Noticeably, the trained agent was also tested in a real environment, although the success rate dropped from around 90% of the simulations to 50–60% in the real world. The limited modeling capacity of the simulator used, Gazebo 7 with ROS (OSRF, Mountain View, CA, USA), impeded the training in extreme conditions (changing of lighting and strong drift) that were found in the real world and caused most of the failures.

Other environments used to test state-of-the-art deep RL are far less realistic than AirSim. The most used ones are the Arcade Learning Environment, with hundreds of Atari 2600 games [25], the Roboschool [26], the discrete and continuous control environments of MuJoCo’s [27] and the Olympic sport simulator (curling) [28].

Using neural networks (but not RL), an interesting experiment was conducted with drones directly in a real-life environment [7]. A low cost drone with three cameras and protected blades was launched to fly indoors to create a dataset of crashes. The authors used the ImageNet classification CNN [29], extended it with three more layers (dense), and used the crash data for self-training the drone’s flight policy. No vertical movements were considered. Although rewards were not part of the algorithm, the goal was to maximize the flight time and distance as long as possible, avoiding spinning loops.

In addition, not using RL, other real life experiments are published, but targeting robotic arms and self-driving cars. For instance, a set of robotic arms was monitored with an external camera to learn to grasp objects from a front tray [30]. Although no reward was involved, a deep neural network was used to derive the probabilities of success out of a number of actions. The neural network consisted of two joint input streams: The first stream involved two images of the robotic arm, the image at time 0 and the last obtained image. This first stream was processed by a five-layered CNN. The second stream had an input vector with five elements which contained the commanded movements of the arm. This vector was processed in a fully connected layer, replicated, tilled and point-wise added with the first stream output. The resulting matrix went through 13 more layers, the last two being dense.

Other research also using DQN in optimal control has shown successful results by simulation. For instance, in [31], it exploited DQN to find the optimal path of a robotic agent in a simple 2D environment with a limited number of states and no uncertainties (a 15 × 15 grid). DQN was also used for path planning of a ground robot in the seekavoid arena 01, a virtual environment on the DeepMind Lab platform containing some visual obstacles [32]. Another extension of DQN [33] showed a speeding-up of the learning process. The authors proposed a neural episodic control that consisted basically of adding to the experience replay a new look-up layer, in the form of an append-only memory. The objective was to detect the context of the state in the selection of the mini-batch.

This paper presents a variant of DQN too. It consists of a joint neural network, named JNN. JNN joins two different parts of the state: the image obtained from the front camera of the drone, and some complementary information in the form of scalar values. The addition of these scalars has been shown to improve the results in the trained destination compared to the image-only state, both in terms of mean reward values and in the time to reach the destination.

A limited number of research works present architectures similar to JNN. Although they also combined scalar and image inputs in a neural network, this was never used for the RL state. For instance, in the hybrid reward architecture of [34], the authors built separate value functions by decomposing the reward in different items. Then, they trained each network separately, for each one of the reward items. The final action was decided according to the aggregated values. This solution demonstrated obtaining faster convergence, but used separated neural networks. In [35], a decomposition of the neural network into two streams was tested among four different environments, including a driving simulator in an urban environment. The two streams were one to estimate the linear control and another for the nonlinear. Again, the training was not joint in a unique neural network. The most similar architecture to the JNN model presented in this paper is proposed in [36], but it is applied to supervised learning, not in reinforcement learning. The three inputs are: one image, some scalar measurements and the goal. The image is processed by a CNN. The scalar and goal inputs
are processed in parallel in two dense networks. The outputs of the three independent networks are then joint as one vector state J.

6. Conclusions

This work shows a successful application of deep reinforcement learning for autonomous drone delivery. Tests used a very realistic simulator and a neighborhood scenario. The environment included the geo-fencing concept, a safety capability being implemented in many state-of-the-art autopilots. In addition, the drone actions space were more realistic by including continuous movements in the three-dimensional space.

Additionally to the above, the main contributions of the paper have been the proposal of a neural network architecture joining images and scalars as part of the state, and the enhancement in the training results with the checkpoint concept. The addition of the scalar information into the agent’s state has proven to be more efficient in comparison with an equivalent neural network using only the image as state. The proposed joint neural network, which was named JNN, successfully outperformed CNN with better rewards and by reducing the variance of the results. Variability reduction is a much desired characteristic for the air traffic management and airspace safety. Moreover, the convergence of JNN is much faster compared with CNN.

Artificial intelligence is still developing and this research has opened some challenges. For instance, the time of the agent’s training is a limitation, but speed can be increased, for instance by avoiding the fully rendering. In addition, training speed can be improved by using transfer learning. With transfer learning, each new training starts with an already trained model. This helps to extend the training with new challenges, such as new destinations. It is clear that, for delivery tasks, the current model shall be improved to obtain a more generalist model, able to reach goals at any location.

Another challenge is the training of multiple agents using deep RL. Luckily, the AirSim new version has incorporated the multi-agent capability that opens the door to the extension of this work with it. To conclude, for the validation of the trained models in the real world, using drones is the final target.
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